
The convergence of IT and video security has brought two disciplines 

together. For years, each operated in its own market, its professionals 

fully versed, educated and able to address those issues that would arise 

during a specifi c implementation. However, as the two technologies 

began to merge, a new learning curve was drawn. 

 

It often seems that for every two steps forward, one is taken in the 

other direction. Tricks of the trade that work for one approach don’t work for 

the other. And sorting out the mistakes – and subsequent successes – has 

resulted in a number of lessons learned and best practices that are critically 

important as video security professionals and their IT brethren embark 

upon the increasingly mainstream tasks of seamlessly blending the 

power of video security with a fully leveraged IT infrastructure.  
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The Lessons 
of Convergence

Convergence starts off easily 

enough. The installation of a Network 

Video Recorder (NVR) and a handful of IP 

cameras to a business’ network should 

not pose too much of a challenge; most 

networks can accommodate such bandwidth 

demand and most PCs have no problem 

recording and displaying the video.  

 

But what happens when 5 cameras 

become 50, 500 or even 5,000?

After more than four years of enterprise-class 

implementations and building systems well in 

excess of 4,000 cameras per site, we have seen 

what works and have celebrated those successes. 

More importantly, we have learned what doesn’t 

work, what must be avoided and from those initial 

setbacks are able to speak from experience to 

the key ingredients for a successful installation. 

So let’s take a look at what needs to be 

considered as you grow your system from 

5 to 50 to 500 to 5,000 cameras. Let’s 

understand what can be done to ensure 

the maximum functionality of your 

system. Let’s understand the 

science of adding zeros.

ergen
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Starting Off
As the industry increasingly turns to IP-based installations, many security professionals,

integrators and end users alike are getting their fi rst experiences with the fl exibility and 

performance that the application of such technology delivers.

On the low end of the numbers scale, the deployment of fi ve network cameras, for example, 

is a rather straightforward affair, with various options available for the actual use of the system. 

Because an implementation of this size does not consume unmanageable amounts of bandwidth 

or processing power, it will in most cases reside on the same corporate network infrastructure

used for traditional business practices – email; VoIP; fi le sharing, etc.

Under these circumstances, customers typically have a choice between either an appliance, 

which consists of a software application pre-installed and confi gured on purpose-built hardware

for dedicated performance and functionality, or a software-only solution, which is designed to 

be installed on a general-purpose computer.

In most cases, today’s consumer-grade equipment has the requisite horsepower to record and

view video, making a software-only solution a cost-effective approach, although license and

maintenance fees should be factored in for a true cost of ownership. This route is often chosen 

by customers who have a solid IT background, who can handle the installation of software, the 

set-up of DHCP and DNS servers, can select, test and confi gure the computer hardware and

provide the necessary maintenance. Of course, the PC must have the processing power to

handle both day-to-day business activities and security. After all, if the PC crashes, so does

the security system.

Customers less familiar with IT or those not comfortable with the many facets of integration, 

often opt for an appliance-based solution, where the product manufacturer delivers a software/

hardware combination. This route is especially important when the same confi guration needs

to be rolled out over many branches or video security is of higher importance. In this case, the

use of an HVR (hybrid video recorder) or NVR may be the best bet. 

Approaching the Threshold
As the number of IP cameras in a given installation grows from the single to the double digits, the 

importance of security also grows. While security that involves a handful of cameras most often 

focuses on visual deterrence and having a reviewable record if an event does occur, for larger

implementations, security professionals are looking to get increased utility from the system.

As a result, additional considerations must be taken into account in order for the system to

deliver the desired results. Video will most likely be managed among multiple users, more 

elaborate access rights are needed, compliance with security standards come into play

(PCI-DSS, DIACAP), bandwidth use is higher and storage capacity and retention rates are

critical factors in determining the type of system to deploy. 

In these cases, additional hardware is needed and integrators must consider the environmental

implications. From dedicated server rooms with environmental controls to backup power 

supplies and redundant systems, security is now growing in importance and the resources 

dedicated to it must grow in relation. 

Though larger deployments can still take advantage of existing network infrastructure, it is

important to start thinking about the network switch and whether it can handle the demands 

of a 50-camera system, especially if expansion is part of one’s future security plan. This is not

a good time, for example, to confront the drawbacks of store-and-forward switch architecture,

which, while saving on costs, increases video latency and jitter.

Most importantly, there needs to be increased involvement between the Security and IT 

departments. While the installation of fi ve cameras may be seen as just another application 
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sharing space on the network, at 50 cameras and beyond, the relationship between the two 

parties must be tighter. 

Though it is still possible to leverage existing relationships and storage contracts with third-party 

IT vendors, as the number of IP cameras grows, decisions must be made in order to adequately 

accommodate the immense storage needs of scaling video systems.

Threshold Crossed: Mission Critical & Enterprise-Class Security
While applications that deploy up to 50 IP cameras demand the integrator and end user take 

certain considerations into account, it is when we start adding zeros that those factors – and 

more – become even more important.

At this level of complexity and sophistication, video security is more than a secondary 

application: it is mission critical. As such, important questions must be addressed in order to 

design and implement a system that will deliver the functionality and results that are needed. 

Let’s examine some of the issues that should be considered for large IP systems.

Use Case
An integrator must determine the intent of the system – how it is to be used – in order for a 

successful and effective implementation to be achieved. Are there going to be active operators 

who will need simultaneous access to and control of the system? How many users will there be 

and what will be their physical location in comparison to the installation site? Will different users 

demand different levels of access and authorization? How important is the security of the 

system and what role should redundancy play?

Should recording and viewing be independent, i.e., is it acceptable if a system stops recording 

a PTZ camera when that device is in motion? Remarkably, such recording gaps are quite

commonplace in some systems.

What are the limits on network bandwidth usage?  Constant bit rate cameras make it easy to 

control bandwidth usage but are forced to substantially drop video quality during high motion 

events.  Is this acceptable?  Variable bit rate cameras ensure that all video is captured in good 
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quality but bandwidth spikes may disrupt other network services.  Is this acceptable?  Can a

constraint variable bit rate camera be used to blend both requirements?

Being cognizant of and having answers to these questions will play a critical role in mapping

out a solution for a 500 and especially a 5,000-camera installation.

The Network 
The lifeblood of the installation, the power of the network will dictate the effectiveness of the

security system. Whereas in the 5 and 50 camera implementations, the network for video 

security may be the same as the one used to push traditional business application. At 500 

cameras and beyond, the network becomes that more critical. 

Whether deploying a dedicated, independent network or taking advantage of an existing one, 

video security at this level places enormous demand on resources, consuming signifi cant

bandwidth. As such, the network, specifi cally the switch is of paramount importance.

Not Every Switch Is Equal
If the network is the lifeblood, the heart of the installation is the switch itself. For smaller-

sized applications, a consumer-grade switch will most often deliver the desired performance

and functionality. When increasing numbers of cameras are thrown onto the network, however, 

the switch itself becomes critical. This is especially true when video is to be accessed and

controlled by multiple system users. Discovering that the listed switch throughput was measured 

in only one direction is something that should not occur during system commissioning. 

Unicast vs. Multicast
The majority of consumer-grade network switches are designed for unicast functionality. 

In other words, e-mail, fi le transfers and video streams are sent to a single network destination.

For video security professionals, especially where multiple users want to have access to the

same live video streams, it’s all about multicast, whereby information (video) is sent to a group

of destinations simultaneously.
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To bring the value of multicast into greater perspective, let’s examine a simple scenario. 

Imagine having to call a radio station just to hear its broadcast. Knowing that the radio stattion 

has a limited number of phone lines, only a few would be able to hear their morning music. 

The same rules apply to video. With unicast streaming, only a limited number of users cann 

connect to that camera.  With, however, a network switch that properly supports multicasst 

streaming, the delivery of a single video stream can be sent to a group of destinations 

using the most effi cient method possible over each link of the network once, duplicating 

that stream only when destinations split. When the number of cameras and users start too 

increase, this form of communication is a must.

In the IP surveillance market, it is incumbent upon today’s integrator, when tackling large-

scale implementations, to deploy those switches that can withstand the day-to-day 

demands of video security. Verifi cation of manufacturer claims is often important as 

well. Sure the switch supports multicast but exactly which version and exactly how many 

concurrent streams?  Is the switch able to keep up with the network load or does it becomme 

the bottleneck?  It is not uncommon to fi nd high-end switches that break down completely 

at 100, 150 or 200 multicast streams, far before the data throughput ever reaches critical 

levels. Finding out your network switch can only support a limited number of multicast 

fl ows is not something you want to fi nd out during a crisis.

System Architecture & Scalability
With fi ve cameras, it’s a breeze. Even 50 cameras isn’t too much of a burden. But when a 

system is comprised of 500, not to mention 5,000 cameras, the amount of time it takes 

to address and confi gure each one with the appropriate settings can be an expensive 

undertaking. Moreover, the majority of video security installations ends up growing over 

time and must be designed for scalability. As systems scale, as more cameras are deployeed, 

more permissions are needed and more settings are required. 

It is important to consider a video security system with central management functionalityy 

to deliver the fl exibility and time-saving features that today’s integrators demand.

Centralization of Confi guration
At some point – and quite closer to 50 than 500 – it becomes an unnecessary problem 

to address, confi gure, administer and update a system’s many cameras on an individual 

basis. Whether specifying frame rate and resolution settings or passwords, alarms and 

other characteristics, these challenges can be overcome by being able to inject this type 

of information from a central location and push it to the edge.

The Pelco Endura system, for example, takes this approach with dedicated, task-specifi c 

components. By designating every component on the network with a specifi c function, 

the result is a system without choke points, bringing greater effi ciency and enhanced 

performance to the overall user experience. For example, a dedicated NVR that is 

responsible solely for recording but not for display or transcoding is that much more 

resilient than one tasked with executing a wide array of functions. Moreover, with 

component-level system architecture, if a security operator’s personal workstation 

crashes, other security operators are not affected and the failure is contained.

Storage
Recording large numbers of IP cameras changes the traditional storage game as the 

volume of stored data now exceeds the data warehousing capabilities for all but the largesst 

companies. Moreover, recording video makes for a system load that is almost opposite off 

the load for generic data storage.

As with any storage system, deleting fi les and writing new ones cause the fi le system to 

become fragmented. Over time, this fragmentation reduces storage performance and 



defragmentation becomes necessary. Video recording, which entails 95% write operations

and only 5% read operations, almost the exact opposite of traditional data storage, increases

the write rate by almost 20 times. This in turn causes the fragmentation rate to increase,

forcing the usual monthly defragmentation runs to occur almost daily.

Delayed storage techniques employed by standard operating systems, i.e. bundling many

small disk updates into cache until a large block of data can be written all at once, do not work 

effectively due to the fact that video data blocks are so large that a single data block can fi ll

up the entire storage buffer.

However, unlike generic storage systems that can be shut down for maintenance or have 

periods of low use at night, video storage is continuous.  Often the only solution to avoid

long-term loss of performance is to de-rate the storage system so that enough idle time is 

available for defragmentation.  This can become an expensive solution if only discovered 

after installation. Consumer-grade systems are simply not built for this duty cycle. But they

need to be. Video security storage systems must be specifi cally designed with continuous

throughput recording capabilities, not just for peak throughput. 

Storage space versus retention time is also a critical factor to consider. In an ideal world, we 

would retain video as long as possible. In reality, storage budget is limited. In the analog days 

of VCRs, video would be time lapsed to conserve storage space.

Unfortunately, that was done regardless of what was being recorded.  Now, as video is

recorded digitally, systems must still be able to time-lapse video and the smarter systems 

can do this after the fact, only reducing frame rate if those scenes are not in alarm or marked 

by the operator as being of special interest.  Such an intelligent system can ensure that alarm

video is saved at the original frame rate and resolution.

Finally, from hot swappable RAID 6 hard drives to the storage concept of “pooling” with 

built-in, active failover capabilities in order to distribute the load balance of the system, 

contingency planning in case of a catastrophic failure must be built into any system. 

Usability: Delivering the Promise
The cameras capture the video. The network and switch route it where it needs to go. And

system components are responsible for oversight and functionality. At the end of the day,

however, it’s all about the user’s experience, regardless of system size. 

Today’s implementations must work in concert with the security professional, almost

anticipating how the operator works and what he demands. For example, if a surveillance 

operator drags and drops a camera into an active screen, the system must prioritize that

video stream and allocate and manage bandwidth accordingly. If, on the other hand, a six-

by-six confi guration is called for, the system needs to recognize that implementation and

throttle the bandwidth, reduce the frame rate and/or resolution of each of those streams in

order to provide the end user with those 36 feeds. Technologies, including EnduraView, are 

critical in providing this fl exibility for they optimize the processing power of the CPU.

A strong UI design really comes down to a system that is intuitive in nature – in other words, 

it is designed in such a way that it looks and operates as the user would expect. UI design

best practices include logical camera structures, mapping capabilities and customizable

workspaces to meet the specifi c needs of the user.

Other design considerations that take the user into account include the ability to playback 

video on the active screen, the design of common playback controls (a digital “rewind”

button, for example), the ability to seamlessly navigate 15 screens of video or simple

considerations including on-screen visual controls that enable the user to better identify 

the tools available to them and where they are on the screen.
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Before Your Next Installation
As becomes increasingly apparent, large-scale IP camera installations demand signifi cant 

considerations for successful implementations. In addition to the topics mentioned already, 

today’s integrator and security professional also must look at a number of issues including 

system redundancy, security and environmental factors.

As security professionals, we are tasked on a daily basis with designing an installation that 

will deliver the results our customers demand. With increasing demand for the deployment 

of IP-based cameras and systems, new strategies – and technologies – have to be taken 

into account. 

Whether fi ve cameras or 5,000, a system must be carefully planned to provide the 

functionality that a specifi c installation demands. By understanding how the system 

will be used today – and tomorrow – the science of adding zeros can be a 

straightforward undertaking.

READ THE WHITE PAPER: 
“IP VIDEO STORAGE”
1. Go to www.sereply.com
2. Enter keycode from
 the back of Pelco Press
3. Click on the 

IP Video Storage link




